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Abstract. Language equivalence, grammatical covering and structural equivalence are all notions 
of similarity defined on context-free grammars. We show that the problem of determining 
whether an arbitrary linear context-free grammar covers another is complete for the class of 
languages accepted by polynomially space bounded Turing machines. We then compare the 
complexity of ttGs problem with the analogous problems for language quivalence and structural 
equivalence, n(lt only for linear grammars, but also for regular grammars and unrestricted 
context-free gntmmars. As a step in obtulning the main result of this paper, we show that the 
equivalence problem for linear s-gramm.us is decidable in polynomial time. 
Several notions of similarity of context-free grammars have been defined in the 
e existence of 
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affect the computational complexity of problems de these same languages 
and grammars. In particular, [5] addresses itself to t uivalence, covering and 
siructural equivalence problems fos various classe’s o ut leaves open the 
question of how di&ult iI is to decide whether one linear context-free grammar 
covers another. This problem is of interest because the covering problem is k.nown 
to be polynomial space complete for right lineaf grammars and undecidable for 
unrestricted context-free grammars. 
In order to arrive at an understanding of those factors which make problems 
computationally hard, it is necessary to thoroughly investigate the boundaries at 
which the complexity of P. problem changes. Accordingly, in Sections 3 and 4 of this 
paper, we present a decision procedure for determining whether one linear 
grammar covers another. Moreover, we show that this covering problem is 
complete for the class of languages accepted by polynomially space bounded Turing 
machines. 
Finally, in Section 5, we categorize the complexity of the language quivalence, 
grammatical covering and structural equivalence problems for the right linear, 
linear and unrestricted context-free grammars. The language quivalence problem 
is undecidable for both unrestricted context-P<ee gammars and for linear context- 
free grammars. In contrast, the grammatical covering problem is undecidable fo 
unrestricted context-free grammars, but is decidable in polynomial space for linear 
context-free as well as right linear grammars. 
In this section we lay the foundation for the presentation of our results. 
start with a few basic definitions regarding computational complexity. 
e shall 
NP and PSPACE are the classes of languages recognized by 
nomially time bounded Turing machines, by nondeterministic 
polynofiGally time bounded Turing machines and by deterministic polynomially 
space bounded uring machines respective1 y . 
n that every language accepted by a 
wring machine is a member of P 
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e next review some basic definitions [l] associated with context-free grammars. 
A context-free grammar (CFG) is a four-tuple G = (N, 2, P, S) 
and C are disjoint finit ets of nonterrninals and terminuis respectively, 
bol S is a member of and P the set of productions, is a finite subset of 
e trombulmy is de to be N U Z. 
Productions will be written in t e for ln A 1-3’01 rather than (A, my ). 
We shall use the following naming conventions for strings: 
Q, b, c, etc. denote members of 
A, B. C, etc. denote members of 
W, X, Y, etc. denote members of N U 2, 
u, v, w, etc. denote members of 2*, 
09 B, Y, +tc. denote members of (N U Z)*, 
A denotes the empty string. 
The length of a string cy is denoted by 1 a I. 
Let G=(N,&P,S) be a CFG. r any strings p and y and 
production A + ~I.F of 6, we say that p A y derive ty y, written P&t =$ pay. If 
p E Z*, then we say /3A y left derives pa y which is written PA y $ p TV 7. l[f 
IG 
y E 2” then we define right derives ( 2 ) analogously. 
The subscript G denoting the grammar in question is omitted whenever the 
identity of thm? grammar is clear from the c text. The transitive reflexive closures 
of these relations are denoted by $ , , and $ respectively. A sequence 
1 
a0 3 a1 3 a2 3 l l l 3 a,, corresponding to cyo 5 or,, is c led a derivation of CY* 
from ao. If we wish to indicate a derivation using a ecific sequence 77 of 
productions we will write 3 . 
derivatior? of a string containing no nonterminals is sai.d to be a 
derivation. 
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2.6. Let G = (N,$, I?, S) be a context-free grammar. G is sai 
linear if no production of P has more than one nonterminal on its right side (i.e., 
P E A? x (z* U 2 *NT:*)). G is said to generate a bounded language if there exists 
strings wI, w2, . . ., w,, E C* such that 
efiuition 2.7, A context-free grammar G = (N, 2, P, S) is said to be a simple 
grammar (or s-grammar) if 
(a) each right side of a production begins with a terminal (i.e., P C N x 2 
$N u z)*); 
(b) no two productions with the same left side have right sides beginning with the 
same terminal (i.e., A 3 um, A + a@ E P imply o = p). 
The s-grammars were shown to have a decidable quivalence problem in [7]. We 
shall now show that if the grammars are linear, then the equivalence problem can 
be solved in polynomial time. 
heorem 2.8. There exists Q deterministic algorithm which determines whether two 
linear s-grammars generate the same language, and whose running time is bounded 
by a polynomial furrction of the sizes of the input grammars. . 
First modify the grammars, if necessary, so that they are reduced and so 
o right-hand side of a production has two terminals preceding anonterminal. 
This can be done in polynomial time while preserving linearity and the s-grammar 
property. Let the two resulting grammars be G1 = (NI, 2, PI, S,) and GZ = 
(hi, 2, Pz, St). 
For each A in NI U N,, let T(A) be the length of the shortest string generated 
from A. Let 1 be the maximum over all A in IV, U IV2 of T(A). Since the grammars 
are linear, 1 s IGII+fG21. 
We shall now test the grammars for equivalence by modifying the general 
s-grammar equivalence algorithm of ,[7] to take advantage of the linearity of the 
grammars to which we are restricting ourselves. The test involves the construction 
list will be written as u = #J rather 
*:, we say the pair ar, = /3 is valid if 
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The algorithm proceeds bv successively examining each pair on the list and 
nerforming a correc~~ss ch&ck upon it. The correctness check may add some 
additional pairs to the list, may leave the list unchanged or may terminate the 
algorithm. 
Consider the correctness check for A = &, should this pair be on the list (the 
of a pair of the form II is similar). For each a in 2, assume that either 
both or none of A and have a production beginning with a (if not 
L(G1)$L(G2) and the a m ends). For, each a in C having a pair of 
productions, consider the new pair obtained by replacing A and B by the 
right-hand side of the productions with t e initial a deleted. For instance if the 
productions are A -+ aCbd and B --i aDa, we consider the pair CM = Dax. If at 
least one of the two strings in the new pair is in C” we can in polynomial time’ 
check the pair for validity (if it 1s invalid the test ends). Therefore assume that the 
new pair under consideration is Cl = Dz where C E Nt, D E N2, and y, z E C*. 
For this pair to be valid either ; must be a suffix of z or z must be a suffix of y. 
Assume z is z; suffix of y (the case when y is a suffix of z is similar) so that the pair 
can be written CUZ = Dz. This pair is valid if and only if the pair CU = D is valid. If 
1 u I> l, the pair is invalid since D can generate a string of length s i, and the 
algorithm ends. If 1 u 1 s I, then Cu = D is a pair of the form which we previously 
said could appear OL the list. If Cu = D is not already on the list, then we add it to 
the list so that a cerrectness check will subsequently be performed upon it. 
The test for grammar equivalence consists of performing a correctness check 
upon each member of the list. Each che.i:k will either end the test (indicating 
inquivalence of the two languages), add new members to the list, or have no effect. 
Since the num ntial members of the list is finite the test for grammar 
equivalence m the test ends with no detected invalid pairs, L (G,) = 
L(G2) (for a proof see [7]). 
One final refinement show he procedure to be polynomial. Suppose that the 
two pairs A =Bx and A = y are added to the list. These irs imply that 
T(A) = T(B)+ Ix 1 and that T(A) = ~(S)+lyl, so that x and y re of the same 
ermore the pairs imply thL,t every string generated from 
in x and endr in y. Therefore, if x # y, at lea 
cannot be two 4fferent vali airs of the form 
A= y. The test can be m ed so that if an att 
to the list, the test ends. Therefore t
e correctness 
1 
g is in turn is bounded by the sum of the sizes of the 
grammars, this test can be performed in polync.nial time. 
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K x C into subsets of K, qa in K is the initial state, and F c K is the set of final 
states. The mapping 6 is extended to domain K X x* by defining S(q, A) = {q) and 
a(@ XQ) = UEb(q,x) 6(p,u) for each x Ez* and a E 2. The language T(N) 
accepted by M is {w E X* 1 there is a state in both F and S(qO, w)}. The size of 
denoted 1M I, is the sum of the sizes of the sets K, 2, F and S(p, a) for each p in K 
and a in Z. 
Finally, let us provide a formal definition of grammatical covering. 
D&nitisn 2.10 (see [l]). Let 6, = (N1, C, IpI, S,) and G2 = (I%, 2, P2, S2) be 
context-free grammars. A prodktctic~n mq is a function from PI to I$ U {A ). Let h 
be extended to a function from F ‘: to PZ by defining h(h)= A and h(q)= 
h(a)h(p) for all rr in P’: and p in 8. We say that 6, left covers G2 (under h) if for 
afl w in zI* the following conditions are satisfied: 
(*) whenever S, 5 w then Sz ‘sz’ w ; and 1G1 
(**) whenever St 2 
1 2 
w then there exists a &such that h(w’) = r and S1 $ w. 
The notion of right covers is defined analogously except rightmost rather than 
leftmost derivstisas ti qre considered, Since an arbitrary derivation of a linear 
grammar is also both a leftmost and a rightmost derivation, we will henceforth 
simply use the term covers when dealing with linear grammars. 
verview of the 
Throughout he rest of this paper, we assume that we are working with two re;duced 
hnear grammars, Gr = (N1, 2, PI, S1) and GS = (Nz, 2, &, &). The vocabularies of 
these.grammars are denoted by VI and V2 respectively. Our first goal is to decide, 
using only polynomia!l space, if G1 covers (3, under a given production map h. The 
following definition will enable us to dispcse of trivial cases. 
A production map h from P 1 to P2 U {A 1 (extended t 
z) is said to preserve derivations between G1 and G1 if t 
(I) LY E Vf and S, 9 
1 
c8 implies Sz ‘$)d for some cw’ E Vf . 
h(w) 
(2) w E Z * and S1 2 w implies Sz 2 @ for some 19 E C*. 
2 
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complete derivations. This certainly is necessary condition for a cover. An 
implication of a production map preserving derivations is that a nonterminal in G1 
can have at most one “corresponding” nonterminal in G2, as desci:ibed in the 
following lemma. 
ma 3.2. Let h be a derivation preserving production map between G, and G2. 
Let 
f or soi:ze l-da, VI, iii, 41, u2, v2 in S*, A in N1, A in N2 U (A ), and a! in VT. Then 
at = c2k2 for kne ii2, ij2 in 2 *. -. 
Proof. Since G1 is reduced, there exists a 7r3 such that 
A$w 
Gl 
for some w in C *. S+ice h preserves derivations, it preserves v1v3, so that 
for some Gf in 1c *. 
Cnse 1: h <r3) = A. Then A = h. In order for h to preserve rz?t& h(m3) applied 
to LY must ksult in a terminal string, so ac E %: *. 
Case 2: h (7r3) # h. Then z is the left side nonterminal of the first production af 
h (7r3). In order for h io preserve 7~2~3, a must equal i&&j2 for some &, 5-z in 2 *. 
Because G1 is reduced, Lemma 3.2 can be applied to each nonterminal in N,. 
3.5 Let h be a derivation preserving production map, between Gl and 
lied the nonterminal map associated with h, be the total function from 
N, into Nz k_.! (h) such that w 
S1 2 UAP for A E N, an4 U, v in J$*, then 
1 
G2 
(A )u’ fol some u’, ti in 
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preserves derivations between Gt and Ga and if h does preserve derivations, computes 
the associated nonterminai ‘map. 
The first sentence is ob77ious. ear, the decision 
er h preserves derivations may be reduced to a simple reachability test on a 
U (A}. The nodes of the graph are the elements of the set 
x IV;) U {I;). The edges of the graph will be selected so that 
reachable from (S1, Si) if and only if there exists a derivation w and 
terminal strings U, v, u’, u” such that 
S1 3 uAv and S2 ‘5 
1 2 
(2) the “failure node” I: is reachable from (S1, S2) if and only if 
(a) there exists a derivation ‘CT and a string cy E VT such that 
but h(?rb is 
(b) there exists 
not a derivation of Gt, or 
a derivation W, and strings w E C *, 5 E 2 *N2Z * such that 
Thus, F is reachable from (S1, S2) if and only if h does not preserve derivations. 
Also, if h preserves derivations, &(A) equals 2 if and only if (A, A) is reachable 
from (&, &). 
0’1’ each production p of 1 a.nd its image h(p), we construct edges in the grap 
as described in the following diagram: 
(A,&+%@ 
and 
(A, C)-+ F for 
all C in N:-{A} 
(A,A)-,(B,A) 
and 
(A, C)-, F for 
all C in Ni-{A} 
(A, O+ ( 
for all C E N: 
(A, C)+ F for. all 
C in Ni 
(A, C3-+ F 





- 6 if for all derivations ITT an all terminal strings W, 
h(r) 
Q plies 6 2 w. 
2 
Two useful properties of are stated below. 
en ar - 6 if and only uav-&iv. 
Proposition 
e now outline a method for testi g whether one linear context-free grammer 
covers anotkr under a given production map bn. 
The definition of covering requires that we test c dtitions (*) and (**) of 
Definition 2.10 for the grammars and production map 
Testing (**) is conceptually simple because the set of derivations of a linear 
context-free grammar is always a regular set. Thu 
(**) may be reduced to testing whether Dz G h( 
(regular) sets of prc8duction sequences corresponding to compl 
grammars G, and Gz respectively. his latter test may be per 
space (see [3] or [ 111). 
Verifying (*) is conceptually much more diffkult 
reminiscent OE the s-grammar equivalence test of 
Note that (*) is true if and only if S1 - Sz. e start with the assumption that 
S1 - S2 and systematically apply Propositions 
consequences of this hypothesis. If in fact, S1 # 
a concrete counter-example d monstrating the 
Conversely, if S1 - Sz, then no s ch counter-example will be obtainable. 
dis 
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This production map preserves derivations. The associated nonterminal map is 
A(S) = LTV 6(T) = LJ, and &(A) =: D. 
If we assume that S - U, then we may apply pro 
conclude* that bA - 
roposition 3.7 to 
proposition yields b 
common terminal prefixes and suflixes 
this latter relation is clearly false, we can conclude that the original assumption of 
S e* U is not correct. ence (*) is vi0 d and Cl does not cover G2 under k. 
It is possible for the ocedure sketch bove to get into a “loop”. For instance, 
in the above exampie, 
S-U:$BaT- aUa $ T-, Ua 
3 Sa - Ua => S - U etc. 
The solution to this dilemma is provided by the fact that we are searching for the 
shortest poss’ible (with respect o total number of applications of Propositions 3.6 
and 3.7) counter-example. Hence, the second occurrence of S - U does not need to 
be pursued any further, since any contradiction implied by it would also have been 
implied (in fewer steps) by the first occurrence of S - U. 
An additional difficulty with this approach is that the number of terminal symbols 
in an implied pair may grow indefinitely. For instance, in the previous example, 
- UC 3 ccS - Ucc etc. We shall show that this can only happen if 
the grammar G1 contains a type of nonterminal which we shall cali ;i3n “unbal- 
anced” nonterminal+ An entirely different approach will then be developed for 
testing whether a - 5 when a contains an unbalancec’: nonterminaL This latter test 
will capitallize on the fact that if h is indeed a cover, then an unbalanced 
nonterminal must generate a bounded set. 
A nonte al A is said to be recutsitre if there e+sts a derivation A 3 
some cy, V*. The derivation just mentioned is called a recursive deri 
Note that if h is a derivation preserving production map etween G, an 
2 v for some U, v E 
k3 .!A is said to be 
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respect o h if t ere exists a derivatiorj 
at 
l~~#lElorlvl#l6l. 
lanced with respect o 
e balanced with repsect o h if A is not 
Notice in the a and 0’ are completely determined by 72 and. 
h. 
It is fairly simple to determine w ich nonterminals of a ~;rwrru~r a e unbalanced. 
L .2. I%ere exists a deterministic algorithm which takes as inputs: 
two linear context-free grammars G1 and G1, 
(2) a derivation preserving production map h from 
(3) a nonterminal A of I$, 
anit determines whether A is balanced with respect to h. 
A is unbalanced then the a m outputs ome derivation ‘;7 containing less 
than 2 9 I IV1 1 productions, atisfyi nition 4.1. In any case, the algorithm uses ar; 
most an amount o,C time polynomial in 1 G1 I+ 1 G2 I. 
lowing four step algori ecks for an unbalance on thz left of the 
nonterminals involved. A similar algorathm can be constructed to check 
unbalance OP the right. 
ruct a directed graph wit nodes that are of the form ( 
and ). Tie graph has edges (including possibly several 
edges between a pair of nodes, z.n edges from a node to itself) labeled wit 
integers. For each production p in 1 for which 
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Step 3., Associate a ~~rn~nal balance weight with each node, as follows. As- 
sociate ;he integer zero with node (A, lh). For a di 
sum of the integers labelling the edges o 
step 4.. For each edge, check that the n 
y the edge plus the integer iabeling the edge eq 
the node entered by the edge. ontercninal A is balanced with respect o h if and 
only if every edge satisfier; th 
To see why the algorithm works, note that for each node ( ) in the pruned 
graph, there exist derivations 7~ and W’ such that 
for some x, y, 3, j& U, 2), u’, 0’ in .S *- Furthermore, 1u I- 1 t.2 1 equals the sum of the 
integers labeling the path associated with ?zn’. If all the checks in Step 4 are 
satisfied, every path in the graph from (A, A) to (A, A) has an associated integer 
sum of zero, and A is balanced. If the cheek fails, say fo: some edge entering node 
9, then there are two derivations 7rrl and w2 corresponding to paths from 
(A, A) to (I?, 8) having different associated integer sums. Since there is a derivation 
m3 from ( ) to (A, .x ), either derivation w1a3 or w2n”S produces an unbalance for 
ote that there is a path from (A, A) to every node in the pruned graph of length 
I - 1, and a path Erom every node to (A, A )I of length s I IV1 I - 1. Therefore, if 
is unbalanced, there: is a derivation producing t e untialance of length less than 
iuld be clsar t at each of the steps of graph construction, reach 
nominal balance weight computations, and edge chec s, can be done in ;m amount 
of time polynomial in I G1 I + I G21. 
ml3 f&y+.$.i~~m lash--0-r * l 
6 pu~l&dl lemma shows that if it is a cover, then any unbalanced 
t will be used to shoiv that 
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(3) l&l < l&l. 
et .t.h, Ml, vl, v1 E 
= w f I WiSQS x of is2 or a subword of ii& 
X = {x 1 x is a prefix of fi2}* 
L MC x = {w#ln 1 ulAv, 3 MNGXVI}, 
1 
Lx = {n#l” I &Au-* $I U*Wii2nXVJ. 
G2 
Then 
if and only if 
(a) {zIA 3 2)s W*{&}*eX, and 
(b) foraN,:EWandxEX, L,,,=iw,,. 
Proof. Let us firs’ consider an informa phrasing of the lemma. Conclusion (a) says 
thatif A is unbalanced and h is a cover then A generates a bounded set. 
ed set consist of repetitiorz (of fi2 wsth “r h ends” chosen 
from the finite sets and X. For any particular members w E nd x E X, I+,. 
represents those derivations from ulAvl with “rough eh’sds” ulw and xvl, and I!w,x 
represents those derivations in 6X whose images represent derivations from ~2~~5, 
in G2 of stri with “rough ends” u1 w and wvl. Finally, conclusion (b) says that for 
any chosen rough ends, each derivation and its image must give rise to the 
same number of central &‘s. 
e shall now proceed with a formal proof. 
only if: (al Su 3 z and _& ‘g 2. Then the relation u,Av, - ia’, 
1 
* Note that z could 
be zero and x could 
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ah 
U&I $ uiwd;xvt (by definition of L,,.) 
1 
iff 
dg3n 6: iw,. (by definition of iW,x). 
ence 
if: Suppose ulAvl 2 z. ‘By (a), z = uIw6j2xv1 for some w E W and x E X. Thus 
w#P EL,,,, and by (b), m#li E iW,*. 
h(*) 
ence i&A,& 2 uIwti~~vl =z. Thus 
2 
h(w) 
i&&a, 2 z and we can conclude that uIAvl - u’&. Cl 
2 
This lemma leads to a polynomially space bounded test for deciding whether 
cy - 6, provided that ar contains an unbalanced nonterminal. First we show that 
containment of a linear language in a regular set can be tested in polynomial space. 
This result is a generalization of the known result (see [3,11]) that given two regular 
expressions, it is decidable in polynomial space if the language denoted by one is 
contained in the language denoted by the other. 
ere exists an algorithm that takes as inputs a linear context-free 
C P, S) and a nondeterministic finite automaton M r= 
and :etermbdes if L (6) is confained in T( )* Moreover. this 
. aigorithm is polynomially space bounded with respect to 1 G 1 + 1 Ad 1. 
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Assume the nex 
The algorithm chec 
set such that q E a(@, 
lied PC uAv ic: of the form A -+ w for w E 2”. 
e left state set and q in the right state 
air, the sequence 24~2) is in L(G), but 
red in space polynomial in 1 
ets, corresponding to an application of 
e) polynomial in 1 G 1 + 1 
iated with the application of the next 
l thm is polynomially space 
bounded. From thz results fu [IQ], a. olynomially space bounded 
algorithm exists for recognizing the same language. Cl 
Lemma S. There exists an algorithm which takes as inputs 
(I) #WC linear context-free grammars 
(2) a derivation , -yeserving map h between G, and GZ, 
(3) strings uie, vl, i&, & in Z*, 
(4) nonterminals A E IV1 and /i = &A) such that A is unbalanced with respect to 
h, 
and determines whether 
utAv, - s,Ats,. 
Moreover this algotit lrn is polynomially space bounded with respect t!l 1 Cl 1-t 1 C,l -I- 
(W,&fiII* 
u1vI&6, I. We can, by Lemma 4.2, find a derivation T 
and fi2 such that 
I4421 Z Ifi or lv21 # lC21, 
this cilse, we must 
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be constructed in polynomial space. The algorithm of Lemma 4.4 can then be used 
to test condition (aj in space polynomial in r(t. 
Secondly, we shall show that the languages L,,,K and EVV.,. of condition (b) are in 
fact generated by linear s-grammars obtainable in time polynomial in n. Thus 
condition (b! reduces to 1 W x x 1 (which is polynomial function of n) applications 
of the linear s-grammar equivalence algorithm of Theorem 2.8. ewe, condition 
@I) can be tested in polynomial time and space. Let 
G w.x = (S x N x TI Pt u {:#, 11, Pw,x, (A, A, A)) 
in which 
S r= (2 12 is a prefix of WE& 
T={z 12 is a suffix of &n}, 
and Pwvx is defined as follows: Let P = B -+ z&v be in PI, where u, v E X* and 
C E N,. Then (q, B, r)-+ p(q’, C, r’)l’” E I’,:,, if 
q’= wq” with I@‘[ c lu'~l and qu == wfigq” 
and 
r’ ~VI with lvrl < 1x1 and t=o, 
f = r”X with I r”l < i tiz 1 and vr = P”$x. 
In addition, if p = B -3 u E PI, where u ff -F*, then (4, B, r)-,p # 1’ if qur = 
wk%;x. 
The operation of Gw,. is roughly suggested by the following illustration. Let u’ 
and un be a prefix and suffix respectively of &. Then 
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polynomial function of n. It should be clear from its definition that G,,. can be 
constructed in polynomial space and that each of the produ(stions can be obtained 
in time polynomial in n. 
A similar construction can be used to produce a linear s-grammar generating 
L, X9 cl 
We now give a nondeterministic algorithm for accepting those triples (G1, GZ, h) 
such that G1 does not cover G2 under h. 
Hthm 4.6. Input: Two linear context-free grammars G, and G2 along with a. 










Test whether h preserves derivations using the algorithm of Lemma 3.4. If 
not, then accept he input. 
Determine which nonterminals of G, are unbalanced using the algorithm of 
Lemma 4.2. 
Initialize= @ to St and B to SZ. 
Trim all common leading and trailing terminals from /3 and ,6. 
If p and @ begin or end with different erminais tb:n accept he input triple. 
If /3 = A = $ then rej::=t he input triple. 
If p contains ZQI unbalanced nonterminal then apply the test of Lemma 4.5 to 
determine wi*ether p# fi and accept or reject the input triples accordingly. 
Nondetermini:;ticdlly select a production p of G1 which applies to p. Apply p 
to fi aild h(p) to 8. 
Go back IS step 4. 
At this point we need to introduce some additional nctation. Suppose 7~ is a~ 
incomplete derivation of G1 and h (m) is a derivation of G2. Accordingly, we may 
express these derivations by 
S1 #J uAv and SZ 9 n&j. 
I 2 
Let us define the left and right .qKewness of n= by 
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Let 7~ be some sequence of choices of productions which causes the algorithm to 
enter s&p 8. Since w is certainly a derivation of CI, t 
that 
S1 $ uAv and & ‘3 
1 2 
Since the algorithm has reached step 8 at this point, we ow that no nonterminal 
of an intermediate sentential form of w was unbalanced. n consists of more than 
n productions, then k can be written ~1~2~3 where ~2 is some recursive derivation. 
Thus nlrr3 is also a derivation and since all involved nonterminals were balanced 
with repect tci h, we must have LS(?r2) = 0, so that 
LS(V) = LS(Wr 11gT3) = LS( W, 973). 
Similarly, RS( W) = RS( 7rl 7~). 
y iterating this process, we can find erivation W’ of length at most n, such that 
S( &) = LS( W) and RS( n’) = RS(*rr). ut since no production of G, or G2 can 
introduce more than FI ne:w sy 1s into a sentential form we must certainly have 
i,S(7rf)< n2 and RS(?r’)< n2. thus have 
Since h: is a prefix of u’ or vice versa (otherwise we would have stopped at step 5) 
we conclude that the ‘“residue” of u and kr’ in /3 and p is of length less than n2. The 
same is true for the residue of v and 5. Thus I /3fi I c 2n2 + 2 at entrance to step 
8. Cl 
PM 4.6 operates nondeterministically in space polynomial i 
. Jmmediate from Lemma 4.5 and Lemma 4.7. q 
1 and G2 are linear context-frw gra 
a production map between 1 and G2 and for all 
. 
be clear that if 
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surely discove.: this in step 1 of Algorithm 4.6 
may therefore assume that h does in fact 
erivations and E-lfe the derivations 
1 3 u,Altll 3 . . . ‘3’ ,,I-1 3 &IV,.?, 
(Understand that can represent eit 
&n&n z &n&-) 
Let i be the smal!est inte 
(a) A1 is unbalanced, or 
(b) U1 = wau:, i& = wbii: but a # b, or 
= i!:bw but a# b4 or 
onterminal of GZ oc h and that 
We now claim that the computation of Algorithm 4.6 represented by the 
sequence i--f “guesses” pl . . P leads to acceptance of the input. y definition of i, 
the algorithm will eventualltr each step 9 after guessing pl . . pi* Dung the 
succeeding iteration, either sep 5 or ‘? will cause acceptance of the input. 
Thus Algorithm 4.6 nondetermiikistically accepts those (Gt, G2, h ) whkh are not 
in Y. Since the algorithm operates nondeterministictiliy in polynomial space with 
l 1 I- 1 G21, there exists a deterministic polynomially space bounded 
algorithm for accepting X Cl 
Let 9’ = {(Gl, 2, h)l GI and G2 are linear context-free gramnurs 
G2 under h }. en 9’ E PSPACE. 
. We must verify 
1 derivations v and strings w E Z,*, Sl 2 w implies S2 ‘3’ w. 2 
(**) For all derivations r an6 strings w E 2 3 w implies there exists r’ 
2 
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dE D(G1) such that h(w’) = IT. Thus S1 5 z for some z in Z*. owever, by (*) 
t encc h(w’) = nr and S, 5 w. 
1 
I 
if: Let ,‘CT E D[G). Then there exists w E 
* 
exists n’ such that h (Ip’) = w and Sr 3 w. ut then nJE I) and 
w t h(Wh)). 
1 
This establishes the correctness of the claim. 
Since D(G) and O(G,) are regular sets when 6, and G2 are Ii 
grammars generating these sets can be found and the inclusilsn test performed using 
polynomial space (see [3, 111 or Lemma 4.4) we conclude that (**) can also be 
tested in polynomial space. III 
Since any map h from PI to P2 U {A } can be expressed in an amount of space 
proportional to 1 G1 1 + 1 G2 1, we immediately conclude 
. {(G1, G2) I there exists an h such bat G, covets Gz under h} E 
PSPACE. 
. Given the input grammars G1 and G2, we simply try all possible maps h 
using Algorithm 4.6 as a ‘“subroutine”. Cl 
is section we combine the results of the previous section with previously 
results to categorize the complexity of problems involving grammatical 
covering. 
he coverr’rzg problem for grammars of class 
grammars of type X, whether there exists a m 
t is s 
1 covers 2) is 
381 
left) linear gra 
plete for linear grammars, 
le for mrestricte 
Lower bounds on the three classes are provided by Theorem 5.2. An 
ranteeing completeness) for right linear and linear grammars i  pro 
It should be mentioned that the co plexity of these problems is not due to 
having many pos le covering maps to try. Indeed, in [S] it is shown that even the 
set ((6 G2, h)] and GL are right linear and G1 l:overs Gz under h} is 
PSPACEhard. 
Two concepts related to grammatical covering are language quivalence and 
structural equivalence of grammars. All three of these concepts are at 
capture the notion of “similarity” of grammars. 
nition 5.4. Let G, and G2 be t free grammars. G1 and G2 are sai 
nguage equivalent if L (6,) = G, and G2 are said to be stru 
equivalent if they generate the same set of trees, ignorkg the labeiing of internal 
nodes. 
The complexrty of determining whether two grammars are language quivalent 
or structurally equivalent has been analyzed in [§]. In the following table ‘we 
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